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XTREME VISIBILITY

Xtreme Visibility was started in 2003 by two gentlemen in northern Minnesota. The line
of HiViz apparel was made, for the most part, in the town of Chisholm where the sewing
plant was located. In a few short years, the industry quickly changed as most HiViz
apparel manufacturing shifted production overseas. The company experienced financial
difficulties and shut down operations in 2013.
Being familiar with the company and the production of HiViz apparel, Steve Sitkoff
acquired Xtreme Visibility with the goal of revitalizing the brand with great new product
at sharply reduced prices.
In the last few years, with growth from both a solid stock program, custom and private
label manufacturing, Xtreme Visibility has established its identity as the industry’s most
progressive and exciting brand.

Pictured Steve Sitkoff – Xtreme Visibility Owner

WHAT IS ANSI?

In the USA, ANSI is the standard that governs how HiViz apparel is designed and
developed. The standard for Canada is CSA and the standard for Europe is called EN.
Not every country has their own standard; many will follow ANSI or EN standards for
example
ANSI, the American National Standards Institute is a private non-profit
organization that oversees the development of voluntary consensus standards for
products, services, processes, systems, and personnel in the United States.
While ANSI is a private organization that creates voluntary standards,
OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) is a regulatory government
body that has the power to write ANSI standards into occupational law. ANSI standards
are not mandatory while OSHA standards are required and enforceable by law.
Very simply, the ANSI standard has THREE requirements:
1) The fabrics, reflective tape, and possibly other components used, must be ANSI
compliant.
2) The amount of background material (fabric) and tape needed on the garment is
stipulated.
3) The positioning/placement of the tape on each garment is also outlined in the
requirement. There are minimum design requirements although some leeway is
allowed for design creativity and customization.
FABRIC:

To be ANSI compliant, a fabric needs to meet the requirement for luminosity
(brightness) and more importantly, maintaining its brightness over time. For this reason,
cotton and other natural fiber fabrics are not used, since they tend to lose their vibrancy
over repeated washing. Polyester is the fiber of choice and is universally used in the
industry. Polyester is durable, affordable and lends itself to be made into many different
types of fabrics for all types of garments.

RETROFLECTIVE TAPE:
There are two types of reflective tape used in HiViz apparel: Glass bead and Prismatic.
Glass bead is made with micro sized tiny glass spheres that reflect light back to the
source of the light. Prismatic is a heavy plastic style of tape, that although has good
reflectivity, it is heavy, stiff and not as user friendly when used on a garment. Xtreme
Visibility uses 3M™ brand glass bead style reflective tape on all stock ANSI compliant
apparel.

APPAREL TYPES:

To sell HiViz apparel properly, it is fundamental that one knows the difference between
apparel types and their class:
In the chart below, notice apparel types O, R, P and Supplemental:
•
•
•
•

0 (Performance Class 1) is “Off-road” and is normally what we call Non-ANSI
R (Classes 2 and 3) is Roadway and Temporary Traffic Control Zones
P (Classes 2 and 3) is Emergency, Incident responders and Law Enforcement
Personnel
Supplemental (Class E) usually represents pants

Chart 1:

Although we have one Apparel Type O, Non-ANSI vest in the line, we do not promote it
heavily. It is also the weakest selling item in the category. “Off-road” is misleading in
that while much of our customer base works “off-road,” they almost always do wear and
should be wearing an ANSI compliant garment at all times.
Apparel type R is what represents all ANSI compliant garments in the Xtreme
Visibility current line. Type R is our primary focus.
Type P is similar to type R, in that the amount of reflective tape on the garment is the
same. The difference is that a Type P garment (think Police vest) is designed shorter
with less fabric to allow the wearer to access their utility belt, weapon, etc.

APPAREL CLASSES:
Class 3
A Class 3 garment has sleeves AND tape on the sleeves:

Class 2
A Class 2 garment can have sleeves but does not have tape on the sleeves:

A Class 3 garment should be worn by someone working in a traffic zone where the
speeds are 50+ MPH.
A Class 3 garment can be worn in both a traffic and non-traffic area. A Class 2 garment
should not be worn in a speed zone of 50+ MPH.
You will often see Class 1 and Class 2 garments worn in high traffic areas. This is
common, as many people are unaware of the ANSI standard and that there is no official
enforcement of the standard.

BACKGROUND MATERIAL AND RETROREFLECTIVE MATERIAL AMOUNTS:
Since a Class 3 garment needs to be more visible than a Class 2 garment, the
requirement calls for more fabric and tape on a Class 3 garment. Notice in Chart 1 Type
R, the requirement for background material is 775 square inches for Class 2 and 1240
square inches for Class 3.
Additionally, there is more tape on a Class 3 garment. The requirement is for 310
square inches of tape on Class 3 and 201 square inches on Class 2.

RAINWEAR

When we think of Rainwear, we think of a garment that will keep us dry – a garment that
is waterproof. Waterproof is misleading though, because the only true “waterproof”
materials are rubber and less expensive - PVC. The trouble with rubber and PVC is that
they do not breath, and in apparel, breathability means comfort, and comfort means a
happy customer. To accommodate the garment wearer with maximum comfort, the
industry allows for materials to be called “waterproof” without actually being waterproof.
This is achieved by creating a certain balance between waterproofness & breathability.
How do we do this?
Because water molecules are larger than air molecules (think sweat), we use fabrics
that incorporate a coating or a film that resists water from the outside, while at the same
time, allowing the garment to breath from the inside. Without a fabric’s ability to breath,
a garment worn for virtually any activity – running, hiking, biking, construction work, etc.
– would be worthless and totally uncomfortable.
Several Xtreme Visibility styles are waterproof/breathable and incorporate a special
coating or film that allows the fabrics to breath while keeping the wearer dry and
comfortable.

WHO USES HIVIZ APPAREL?
EVERYONE!
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction

Asphalt Workers
Building Construction
Concrete Workers
Excavators
Flaggers
Home Construction
Plumbers
Road Construction
Roofers

Events
Events
Events

Gatherings
Marches
Fireworks (Pyrotechnics)

Inside
Inside

Assembly Lines
Warehouses

Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside

Airport Operations
Forestry Workers
Ground Crew
Landscaping
Mining
Parking Attendants
Railroads
School Crossing Guards
Survey Crews
Toll Gate Personnel
Trucking & Towing
Waste & Recycling

Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety

Emergency medical services
Fire departments
Police
Rescue Services
Security Workers

Sports
Sports
Sports
Sports
Sports

Cyclists
Runners
Snowmobilers
Ushers
Walkers

Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities

Electric
Line Work-Cable
Oil & Gas Workers
Water & Sewer

WHY XTREME VISIBILITY?

Xtreme Visibility product is better made with better components. Price and service are
excellent and our ability to custom make product sets us apart. For those that wear the
fine brands of North Face, Patagonia, Nike, Columbia, and the like, Xtreme Visibility
now provides them this kind of quality in HiViz.
Xtreme Visibility is redefining the HiViz apparel industry. Although restricted in how
“styled” a garment can be due to industry standards - by using better fabrics and by
designing a better garment - Xtreme has been able to lead and not simply be a me too
brand.
Making products that the customer wants to buy and wear is the essence and soul of
Xtreme Visibility.

